


Finished Measurements

Materials and Tools

Blocked Gauge

Skills Used

Made to Measure

Adjustable

Knitting in-the-round

Binding-off in pattern

Seaming

Everyone wants to get their hands on 
these buns. This knit pattern makes a tradi-
tional hair bun donut. This pattern is made 
to be adjustable and is written as a large 
standard hair bun. Check alteration sug-
gestions below the finishing instructions to 
find tailoring advice. 

Sample uses two strands of Lily Sugar 
N’ Cream (100% Cotton; 120 yards 
[109 meters]/70 grams) in color
Warm Brown

Yarn needle

24” Circular Knitting Needles OR\ 
DPNs- Size 6 (4.00 mm)

Stuffing

Notes
For hairstyling tutorial click here:

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=LVBxx6e6m34

Stitch Guide
K- Knit

P- Purl

St/Sts- Stitch/Stitches

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LVBxx6e6m34


Bun

Cast on 32 sts in the round, careful not 
to twist.

Round 1 (RS): [K1, p1] until end of 
round.

Round 2 (WS): [P1, k1] until end of 
round.

Rounds 3-30: Repeat rounds 1, 2.
Bind off in pattern leaving a 6-8’’ tail.

Finishing

With BO tail, use a darning needle to 
seam together cast-on and bind-off 
rounds together using your
preferred seaming method. begin fill-
ing inside of bun at approximately the 
halfway point and continue
stuffing as the seam is worked. Stuff un-
til bun is firm before finishing seam and 
weaving in ends.

Alteration Suggestions

-For thicker hair, cast on more stitches 
in multiples of two.

-For thinner hair, subtract stitches from 
cast on in multiples of two.

-For larger bun, work extra rounds in 
multiples of 2.

-For smaller buns, subtract rounds in 
multiples of two

- For more textured hair, work with 
smoother yarn like bamboo or silk.

-For more textured hair, work in either 
stockinette or reverse stockinette stitch 
rather than seed
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Instructions



You may also like these  patterns from the QUOE  library; 

Cutie

There are a few go-to staple acces-
sory patterns that every knitter should 
have, Cutie is one! All crafters have 
someone in their lives that needs a tie 
for a special occasion or everyday 
wear, why not make it memorable 
and uniquely theirs?  This pattern is 
guaranteed to be a Cute-tie!

I hope you enjoy this free pattern! If you would like to support me, consider following my 
socials below or buying me a coffee so I can continue to provide high-quality patterns for 

crafters of all types! 

Hottie

Like A Good Sock Recipe, This Knit 
Bowtie Will Quickly Become A Go-
to Pattern For Any Dapper Crafter! 
Hottie Makes The Perfect Gift And Is 
A Great Use Of Those Special Mini 
Skeins Or Beautiful Hand-dyed Yarns. 
It’s Time To Put The Tie In Hottie!

Follow what Quayln is up to next on his Blog | Instagram | TikTok | YouTube | Ravelry
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